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QUESTION 1

View the Exhibit You have defined a compare validation rule on the CommissionPct attnbute of the Employees entity
object such that Commission must be greater than zero. How would you define that the validation rule applies only to
those with the Jobld "SA_MAN" using the declarative features of ADF Business Components? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Remove the current validator and, instead, write a method validator in Java and use an if statement to check the
value of JoblD. 

B. Remove the current validator and, instead, write a script validator using Groovy and use an if statement to check the
value of JoblD. 

C. Remove the current validator and, instead, write a regular expression validator to check the value of JobID 

D. The entity object has a Validation Execution tab and you use this to set a conditional execution expression Jobld =
"SA_MAN". 

E. Change the literal value in the current validation rule to be if Jobld = SA_MAN then return 0.1 else return null. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about using a dvt;map component on a page? (Choose three.) 

A. You need to define a connection to a server that provides map images. 

B. You can use an exact street address to show a point theme. 

C. There is no way to display the distance between two points on a map. 

D. You can modify the icon used to represent a point on a map. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

you nave wnnen a uroovy vanaaiion expression ror me tmpioyees enuiy ODjea. now wouia you customize ine error
message to snow rne vaiue 01 rne LastName attribute as all uppercase? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as LastName toUpperCase(). 

B. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints toUpperCase. 

C. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints value toUpperCase 

D. Manually change the error string in the ModelBundle.properties file to be uppercase. 

E. insert adf error raise ("" + LastName tollpperCaseO) into the validation code as part of the failure processing. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about af:tree? (Choose two.) 

A. You can show only one outputText per node in aftree. 

B. To modify the data fields shown in a node of a tree created with ADF binding, you need to edit the tree bindings. 

C. You can specify a filter for a tree\\'s node based on an attribute value at design time. 

D. Trees can display, at the most, a three-level-deep hierarchy. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Select three options that page template developers can use when creating a page template. (Choose three.) 

A. Create a page template based on a quick start layout. 

B. Create a page template based on an existing JavaServer Faces (JSF) page. 

C. Create a JavaServer Faces Fragment (JSFF) and register it as a page template. 

D. Create a page template based on an existing template. 

E. Create a page or fragment from a blank layout and register it as a page template. 

F. Create a page template from a blank layout. 

Correct Answer: BDF 
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